BICYCLE 2016 ROUTES

City of San Marcos Bicycle Routes

This map of bicycle routes has been evaluated and given a rating reflecting how comfortably one can expect to divide the road with cars, trucks, and buses. These routes are based on the Federal Highway Administration's Bicycling Compendium data.

- **EASY**: An EASY route has low to moderate traffic and is suitable for new cyclists or for families riding with children. These routes may have low speed limits and can accommodate walking or running.
- **INTERMEDIATE**: An INTERMEDIATE route has moderate traffic and wide lanes, making it suitable for experienced cyclists comfortable sharing the road with a high volume of traffic.
- **DIFFICULT**: A DIFFICULT route has high traffic and narrow lanes, and may not be suitable for beginners. These routes may have narrow shoulders or no shoulders at all, and may not be suitable for walkers.

**SHARED USE PATH**

A SHARED USE PATH is suitable for riding or walking, and has a surface that is suitable for both activities. These paths are typically used by cyclists, joggers, and walkers.

**OFF ROAD TRAIL**

OFF ROAD TRAILS are designed specifically for mountain biking and may require special equipment. Check the map for these trails before heading out.

**FUTURE BIKE & PIZZ TOP**

A FUTURE BIKE & PIZZ TOP is a future capital improvement project that will have specific improvements for bicycle and pedestrian use.